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Slingshot

Samuel Grant Packaging are delighted to announce the launch of the Samson 
Nano Slingshot, which makes their pallet testing laboratory the only EUMOS 
certified centre for horizontal pallet load security testing in the UK.

This type of pallet stability testing machinery is already making an impact in 
Mainland Europe, but the Slingshot is the first of its kind to be installed in the 
UK and unique to Samuel Grant Packaging. The Samson Nano Slingshot 
replicates the inertia of a vehicle and whether the load will potentially displace. 
The machine can initially test at 0.1G and work up to the EUMOS standard of 
0.8G.  From the pallet data entered, the maximum deformation of the load is 
calculated to create a pass or fail. 
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Revered in the transit packaging industry 
for their own pallet wrap system the 
Samson Nano, for which the company 
received a Queen’s Award for Innovation, 
the investment in the Slingshot machine 
seemed an obvious progression for the 
company. Pallet stability and safety are 
crucial to manufacturers, who not only 
want their goods to reach their destination 
in perfect condition, but also need to keep 
their warehouse teams, logistics 
operations and the wider public, safe from 
displaced loads. 

EUMOS is the European Safe Logistics 
Association, of which Samuel Grant 
Packaging are proud members. EUMOS are 
aiming to reduce the number of fatalities 
to Zero by 2050 instilling safer working 
practices throughout the supply chain and 
have created standards which are industry 
recognised.  By using the Samson Nano 
Slingshot, Samuel Grant Packaging can 
guarantee compliance with the 
EUMOS:40509 2020 safety standards.

Julia Allen, Managing Director of Samuel 
Grant Sheffield said: 

“We are proud to be part of EUMOS and 
offer the Slingshot in the UK to provide the 
highest safety possible to clients’ loads 
tested to EUMOS:40509 2020 standards. 
Not only does this offer peace of mind in 
getting goods delivered in an ‘as 
despatched’ condition, but also helps 
logistics companies and manufacturers 
avoid the cost and damage to reputation 
associated with claims or governing body 
investigations if loads are shed or 
damaged.”  

Lidia Maestre, from Safe Load Technologies 
who supply the machine, said: “ Safe Load 
Testing Technologies is member of the 
EUMOS association to support research 
and contribute to the development of new 
standards and test methods related to 
cargo transport safety. Being members of 
the main associations and research groups 
such as EUMOS, ISTA, IAPRI or CEN is part 
of Safe Load’s contribution to society. Safe 
Load Testing Technologies provides 
innovative packaging optimization and 
validation solutions to leading companies, 
such as Samuel Grant,  to provide safer 
and optimized packaging solutions for 
their customers.”
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